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the top of the ladder, how did they
get there?

I have a very vivid memory from the
early days of my entrepreneurial
career of sitting in my office
in Bangkok, Thailand. I must
have been around 28 or 29
years old. It was the weekend
and I was in the office. Alone.
Staring at my laptop.

This is an attempt to shine
some light on the subject. It
is aimed at every business
owner out there who has ever
experienced the frustration
of seeing someone else thrive
and wondered what they had
done to attain that success. It
will demonstrate to you over and over
again the results of focusing on the right
things and getting them done.

I found myself visiting various
websites, scanning story after
story of entrepreneurial success.
Reading about business owners, not
dissimilar from myself; except that these
business owners were celebrating landing
major partnerships or selling their businesses
or floating their companies on the stock
exchange, and so the media were effusive
in their praise. These business owners were
having fun and making money, while I was
sitting in an office on my own at the weekend.

A decade later and today I am lucky enough
to be surrounded by hundreds of business
owners around the world who on a daily basis
share their ‘little wins’ – which is incredibly
inspiring. By reading through the following
pages, you will get brief snapshots into the
lives of ordinary business owners who are
following a clear path to success. What they
agreed to share with me are not the big gamechanging wins that you normally hear about in
the media; more often it was the ‘little wins’
that are the stepping-stones along the way.

Although my intention in reading these stories
online was to motivate myself, actually I was
feeling more and more frustrated. How were
they achieving these results? What had they
done to make that deal happen before the
cameras arrived? If they were now standing at

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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DENT
What We Do

GLOBAL

Dent Global are worldwide leaders in
strategy and technology for entrepreneurial
businesses. In the last six years we’ve built
our global small business, with offices in
the UK, USA, Singapore and Australia.

SMALL BUSINESS

2000+

We have worked directly with 2000+
businesses to help them become more
visible, valuable and scalable.

BUSINESSES

We’ve launched three best-selling
books on business, won major awards
and donated more than £350,000
to charities around the globe.

DONATED MORE THAN

£350,000 to CHARITIES

We’ve worked with businesses of all shapes
and sizes from start-up to billions in
revenue. We’ve also worked with
celebrities and sporting heroes.
Our flagship Key Person of Influence
Accelerator features celebrated business
leaders who mentor rising stars over 40
weeks of training and development.

MENTOR RISING STARS

40 WEEKS of TRAINING

As a result, our clients have
won awards, grown internationally,
been featured in the press,
increased their revenue and profit,
and raised millions in funding.

WON AWARDS
GROWN INTERNATIONALLY

If you would like to find out more about the our flagship Accelerator, and how you too can become
a Key Person of Influence, visit our website www.keypersonofinfluence.com

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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KEY PERSON OF INFLUENCE
The Beginning
4. Profile – Being good at what you do is no longer good

If you have not already
read Key Person of
Influence by Daniel
Priestley, I would
strongly recommend
you do so. Most of the
success stories in the
following pages began
as a result of reading
this book.

enough if you want to be a top earner. You need to
stand out and be recognised. In a time when ‘you
are who Google says you are’, what do you want to be
known for?

5. Partnerships – Creating the right partnerships and

joint ventures allows you to scale focus. Anything is
possible when the right people work together in the
right ways.

What evolved out of the Key Person of Influence book
was a 40-week business Accelerator designed to help
small business owners become proficient in these five
skills with the ultimate goal of ‘owning’ their niche
and being the ‘go to’ people in their industry. Over
five years and four countries, over 2,000 business
owners and executives have been through this process.
What attracted me to become involved was seeing the
amazing results they achieved as a result.

Key Person of
Influence is predicated
on the idea that in
every industry, in every
niche, there are a few
people at the top that
wield a disproportionate
amount of influence. These people
are the ones that that media go to for
quotes; they are the ones that the top people all want to
work with and the top companies want to partner with.
They are the ones that make the most money and have
the most fun.

You may have seen many of our clients of the Key
Person of Influence Accelerator without knowing
that they’ve worked with us. They are the people
that constantly appear in the media and are quoted
because they have forged great partnerships or sold
their businesses. What you won’t have observed – what
nobody has seen prior to now – is some of the smaller
wins and achievements that happen along the way
before they really hit their stride.

The genesis of the Key Person of Influence book was
the realisation that these people at the top were not
necessarily any smarter than you or I. However, they
had become very effective at packaging what they knew
in a way that they could deliver high value to a larger
number of people.

My aim is to ‘peel back to curtain’ so you can find out
about people making progress up the ladder as opposed
to just when they are at the top of the ladder. This is
what I was looking for more than a decade ago when
I sat in my office trying to figure out the ‘secrets’ to
entrepreneurial success all on my own.

Specifically they were doing five things much better
than their peers within their particular industry. These
five things (referred to as the 5 Ps) are:

1. Pitch – Regardless of how great your product or

service is, if you don’t have an amazing pitch, people
will always struggle to see your value.

But why is it called Little Wins & Quantum Leaps?

2. Publish – Publishing through books, blogs, reports

The answer to that question lies in a simple yet
profound realisation I learned from Daniel Priestley
about how success manifests itself. That realisation
initially sparked Daniel to write a blog post, which
I have included in its entirety here; however, it also
has become the foundation of the 40-week business
Accelerator.

and articles builds credibility, authority and attracts
fresh opportunity.

3. Products – Turning your skills, ideas and talent into
products is the fastest way to avoid the time-formoney-trap’ and spend more time doing the things
you love.

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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LITTLE WINS & QUANTUM LEAPS
Blog Post
Success follows a predictable pattern – lots of regular
little wins followed by a quantum leap. Success is not a
linear process, it’s a staged event.

On the road to being a Formula 1 driver, the pattern
is easy to see. Lots of regular little wins create the
conditions for a quantum leap.

Let’s take a look at the world of motor racing for a
powerful example of this principle in action.

It’s also expected that after a leap the driver will take
time to get used to the new pace. They will go from
regular wins to regular losses before regaining their poll
positions.

Every Formula 1 driver shares the same story. They begin
as a child driving go-karts. Each race they get better and
move from the back of the grid closer and closer to pole
position.

In business we don’t have clearly posted racing divisions
like F1 and F3. At best we can gauge success by
turnover, profit or growth; but success still follows the
same predictable pattern.

One day they win; then they win again and soon they
become the kid to beat. As a result of their regular little
wins they get noticed.

Lots of regular little wins first, then an invitation to take
a quantum leap to the next level.

A talent-scout for Formula 3 starts asking around the
parents and the teams for someone who’s regularly
winning races. Eventually the name of a rising star
emerges.

With this in mind there are two key mistakes an
entrepreneur can make:

Then comes the quantum leap. The talent scout invites
the young driver to come and drive in a faster team. The
young driver leaves the go-kart behind and takes the
wheel of the faster Formula 3 car.

1. Not achieving regular little wins
In their haste to achieve success the entrepreneur
tries to force their way into a level of business they
aren’t ready for.

It’s not like the go-kart got progressively faster and
magically turned into an F3 car. The driver has to leave
the vehicle he (or she) knows behind in order to step into
a whole new league.

Rather than creating some profitable quarters,
winning some small contracts and completing some
manageable deals, the entrepreneur goes after ‘that
one big deal’.

In Formula 3, they may temporarily go back to losing
and struggling to keep up. Things move faster and
everyone is damn good at their sport.
Once again our rising star eventually wins a race. It was
narrow and it was lucky but it was a win. Then they win
again and again and soon they are getting used to the
podium. A lot of regular little wins lead once again to a
quantum leap.

They start talking about doing seven figure deals
before they’ve ever done a five figure deal. They
approach large corporations for business before
notching up a win with a small or medium-sized
client. They try to throw money at problems when
they aren’t yet sure how the industry works.

A talent scout from Formula 1 comes along and taps the
talented young driver on the shoulder and says, ‘I hear
you keep winning races. How would you like to come and
drive for the F1?’.

Trying to skip the ‘regular little wins’ phase of
business is as dangerous as getting behind the
wheel of an F1 car before you’ve even learned how to
control a go-kart.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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LITTLE WINS & QUANTUM LEAPS
Blog Post
2. Not paying attention when someone is offering
you a ‘Quantum Leap’

at a whole new level but because it feels unfamiliar
they turn it down or ignore it.
There may be a big deal to do but in order to do
it, the entrepreneur needs to enter into new legal
agreements, create new products or do a new joint
venture. It all seems too tricky and the opportunity is
lost.

A quantum leap in business feels risky. Just like
the go-kart driver needs to leave his familiar racing
kart behind in order to go up a grade, a quantum
leap often requires the entrepreneur to significantly
change the way they do things.
They may need to let go of a product that is selling
or they may need to get rid of a key person or
partnership. They may also need to go from winning
every time to losing quite a lot in order to then move
forward to bigger things.

Skipping the opportunity for a quantum leap is as
crazy as a young driver turning down the F1 team
because he’s too busy tinkering with his go-kart. The
very reason you get the regular little wins is so you’re
offered the chance to drive in the F1. Even if it’s
tricky, find a way to get the deal done.

Many times, entrepreneurs have their head down in
their business when the ‘F1 talent scout’ comes and
taps them on the shoulder. They get an offer to play

Success is a staged event and it requires you to
achieve your regular little wins AND take advantage
of the quantum leaps when they come along.

FROM PRIVATE TO PUBLIC
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
Achieving little wins and taking advantage of quantum
leaps is such an important component of success that, at
every session during the Key Person of Influence 40-week
Accelerator, we start with our clients voicing some of their
most recent successes, no matter how seemingly trivial. It
is an important reminder of the progress they are making.
Likewise, it is inspiring to everyone around them.

the Key Person of Influence group. I could have written
them up, polished and edited them and then shared them
with you. However, part of seeing behind the scenes is
seeing the real impact that these ‘little wins’ have on
people’s lives. I wanted you to see them as we have seen
them – before they get the official ‘PR’ treatment. Nearly
forty people going through this journey were kind enough
to agree to have their private wins made public. And in
every case, it was done with the sentiment of helping
to inspire others. Or more specifically, to help you and
give you some ideas of what the Key Person of Influence
entrepreneurial journey looks like.

As well as exploring these wins in person we also have
a private online forum where clients are encouraged to
shine a light on their ‘Little Wins’.
It is from these private forums that I have shared some
of these ‘little wins’ for you to read first-hand. What
follows in the pages of this book are screenshots that were
originally intended to only be seen by other people within

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps

You can read through each person’s story in sequence
or just dip in and out of the book as you are looking for
ideas to spark your own business success.
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Adam Houlahan
PITCH · PUBLISH · PRODUCT · PROFILE · PARTNERSHIP

Adam Houlahan is quickly
making a name for himself
in the world of social
media. Three years ago
Adam did not have
a Facebook account,
and had never even
seen Twitter or LinkedIn.
Fast forward to 2014
and his profile is now used by
LinkedIn in their own marketing
campaigns. He has amassed a follower base in excess
of 250,000 people globally across multiple networks –
which is still growing by thousands of new followers every
week.

Nice review for the book yesterday.
Had a big spike in sales on
Amazon overnight too.

He regularly presents lectures and workshops specialising
in social media for small to medium business owners, and
consults to a number of private clients in Australia, North
America, The Philippines, Singapore and The Middle
East.
His first book Social Media Secret Sauce was published in
May 2014.
His newly released training course ‘Social Media Mentor 2
Success’ is receiving rave reviews worldwide as the most
innovative approach to growing a targeted follower base
for businesses on a shoe-string budget.
Put simply, Adam provides SMEs with the tools to
take control of their online presence that until now
was reserved for companies with big budgets. Adam
is passionate about small to medium business and
social media. He has owned numerous successful
companies and held positions as general manager or
CEO of international organisations, giving him hands-on
experience in understanding business from the inside out.

http://www.michaelqtodd.com/adam-houlahan-secret-sauce

www.adamhoulahan.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Angela believes that the health and well-being of a
business is reflected by the health and well-being of
the owner, and that by supporting these women she is
helping then to grow successful businesses while they
are enjoying life.

Angela Counsel – author of
Secret Mums Business –
is a lifestyle consultant
who works with stressed
business women,
helping them to create
the business and
lifestyle of their dreams.
With more than ten years’
experience in the health
industry, Angela works with
women who have fallen out of love with their business,
their life and themselves. As a result they feel stressed,
overwhelmed and disconnected. Knowing the role that
stress plays in women’s health and well-being, lead
Angela to develop a 7-step formula which reconnects
women back to their business, make better lifestyle
choices and, most importantly, shifts the focus back
onto themselves.

A win!!!! Number
one in the Small
Business Category on
Amazon Kindle this morning.
Yeah!!!! Thanks to everyone
who downloaded it or
shared my link.
http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00JOWTGUK

www.angelacounsel.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Angelina Zimmerman
PITCH · PUBLISH · PRODUCT · PROFILE · PARTNERSHIP

company, and expanded her network
tenfold.

became an author with a global
women’s magazine.

Angelina is currently organising a
Women Helping Women conference
for 280 women with five keynote
speakers in August 2015, travelling
overseas to USA for work and a
holiday, has started blogging and

According to Angela, the Key Person of
Influence Accelerator has changed her
life both a personal and professional
level in ways she could have never
imagined: “2014 was undoubtedly
one of the best years of my entire life”.

My biggest dream
in my entire world came
true today!
Angelina Zimmerman is an advocate
for women, author at I am Woman
global magazine, songwriter,
designer and inspirational speaker.
She is the founder of Effervescent
International, which specialises in
coaching and workshops for women
that feel destined for more from life.
Her mission is to empower and
educate women around the globe
to realise their unique gifts, live
to their greatest potential, reclaim
their feminine power and love
themselves wholeheartedly to live
an effervescent life.
As a result of the Key Person
of Influence 40-week brand
Accelerator Angelina has written her
first book and song, set up her own

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1460607544214514&set=gm.776369282427716&type=1

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Anneka Manning
PITCH · PUBLISH · PRODUCT · PROFILE · PARTNERSHIP

Anneka Manning is an experienced
author, food editor, cooking teacher,
home economist, mother of two and
the founder of BakeClub.
Her ultimate goal is to create a
baking revolution by re-connecting
home cooks with the magic of baking
and, through this, engaging and
nurturing the people they love.
Over the past 25 years Anneka
has worked for an impressive
list of leading food publications

– including Australian Gourmet
Traveller, Australian Good Taste,
The Australian Women’s Weekly
and The Sydney Morning Herald
– as well as having a significant
television and radio profile as an
expert. Anneka has also compiled,
written and contributed to a number
of successful, award-winning books,
including good food and more good
food, The Low GI Family Cookbook,
Mastering the Art of Baking and her
latest book Bake, Eat, Love.

www.bakeclub.com.au | www.bakeeatlove.com.au | www.annekamanning.com.au
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Anthony Spark
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My name is Anthony Spark and I
am the CEO of WYN Training. I’m
passionate about developing ‘career
confident’ personal trainers.
One of the biggest blocks to
growing any business is having
the right people driving success.
Finding, training and developing
staff is crucial to any thriving
business.
WYN Training is the recruitment
solution for the fitness industry.
We partner with fitness businesses
to deliver Certificate III & IV in
Fitness training to their fans.
Our programmes are specifically
designed to create the habits, skills
and, most importantly, culture
desired.

http://wyn.edu.au/byopt

We’ve partnered with Fitness First
Australia, Craig Harper, BayFit and
are developing programmes for
several other large and small fitness
brands.

http://wyn.edu.au/
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Avril Brikkels
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Avril’s success is attributed to her
passion for technological change,
delivering revenue results by up
skilling and bringing out the best in
people.

Avril Brikkels shows people how to
create a new results-driven vision
using practical solutions and lead
with strength and authenticity, in
order to win for themselves and
their employer.

“Throughout my working career,
I have had to dig deep, be
resilient, change old habits and
re-programme my ‘inner system’
to execute what I had set out to
achieve in my professional and
personal life and overcome setbacks. I always knew I would rise in
the face of it all with the toughest
of roads thoroughly testing my
character.”
Avril has created change with
clients, grown business partnerships,
led sales executives and transformed

As a result, employers benefit
significantly in sales culture
transformation and performance
improvement.

She is a qualified neuro-linguistic
practitioner with the International
Association for NLP (based on
Dr.Richard Bandler’s material), cofounder of NLP and Terry McClendon
from NLP Australia. She has over
3500+ hours of coaching people and
has a solid career and performance
track-record. Avril has studied in the
AGSM MBA Programme, journalism
and is certified in marketing.
Avril is skilled in strategy,
executive coaching, trusted
advisor engagements, leadership
development, sales execution,
performance transformation, direct
and channel sales engagement.

Wow! So much to be grateful and thankful for... Where do I start?
I have spent the last six months pitching my butt off and have had four
breakthrough wins:
1. Strategic partnerships
2. Three significant client wins
3. My book.
4. Most importantly, personal transformation as a result of the Key Person of
Influence Program
I have been busy GSD and getting what I have been pitching for:
1. Partnerships
I have won a partnership with one of the industry powerhouses of my target
market which has created a huge platform for high-end referral executive clients.
2. Wins
(a) Being handpicked to be a mentor on the board panel for a technology startup incubation hub organisation.
(b) Winning a contract with a large tech corporation to mentor the executive
leadership team.
(c) Selected to be the provider of choice for a rapid scale-up project creating a
new Asia Pacific cloud tech team for a global tech company.
3. I am now the proud author of Changing Lives for Leaders in Sales in 7 Steps
to be published at the end of January 2015.
4. Personal Transformation
Since joining Key Person of Influence, I have experienced significant personal
transformation. After twenty years of being a ‘corporate drone’, Key Person of
Influence has given me the platform to create my authentic self. The dream
started at Brand Accelerator where I was bedazzled by Daniel Priestley. I then
met this inspirational author and human being whose stories connected my
dreams with reality. The possibilities of executing it all came to life with Matthew
Michaelwicz whose inspiration and knowledge of what is possible changed my
life. And, just like Arnie, I knew, ‘I’d be back’!
All of this would not have been possible without the magic of the Key Person of
Influence architecture. I am grateful, humbled and friggin excited to be part of
such an ‘amazeballs’ community and life experience. The road has not been
smooth but the bumps and rejections have strengthened my character and
further validated the fact that my direction is the right one for me. After all, ‘life is
not a dress rehearsal’ so, by following the Key Person of Influence process, I just
friggin did it rather than refine it. There is no such thing as perfect.
A special mention to my first KACKLE Key Person of Influence accountability
group: Kate Barber, Elvio Gonzalez, Linzi Napier and Cynthia Dearin and my
great friend and cheerleader, Sharlyn Gonsalves.
Key Person of Influence works!

With 20 years’ experience in global
billion dollar tech businesses, Avril
is an award winning coach in high
performance outcomes and is able
to relate to a wide variety of clients.
She also influences communities on
the Huffington Post, is a member
of the Director Institute and the
International Coaching Federation.
Prior to establishing her own
practise, Avril headed up a business
unit for a Fortune 100 company
with a $100M+ revenue target
and led a team of frontline sales
executives.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/avril-brikkels/avoid-5-bigmistakes_b_5550344.html

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps

teams to thrive and deliver revenue
growth, despite her hardships.
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the technical aspects of what they
did but needed assistance to be
great at managing their business.
As a result of growing up in family
businesses and now having two of
his own, Ben has empathy for the
struggles that entrepreneurs and
business owners face.
Ben is a winner of the Anthill
Online under30 award for 2014 and
was named a finalist in the Brisbane
Young Entrepreneur of the Year
awards.
Ben is the entrepreneurs’
accountant and founder of Inspire
CA – a Brisbane based chartered
accounting firm and business
hub; with Inspire Cafe forming the
centrepiece of the office.

http://charteredaccountantsanz.com/en/Site-Content/
Innovative-Thinking/acuity/acuity-July-2014/
INTERVIEW-Public-practice-innovation-case-study.aspx#.
U9iQ6vmSzYJ

Ben started Inspire CA in order
to head in the opposite direction
to the traditional way of the
accounting industry. Forget time
sheets; forget charging by the hour;
forget ‘difficult to use’ software
and glazing over in conversations
with your accountant. Inspire CA
is for business owners who want
to understand what drives their
business, while partnering with
an accounting firm who provides
insight into the numbers – what
they believe truly is the role of the
business accountant.
Ben is a qualified chartered
accountant and spent his early years
learning the ropes with KPMG, a
global ‘Big 4’ accounting firm. He
then moved to a firm that focused
on family owned businesses, where
he found his passion for helping
business owners who were good at

http://anthillonline.com/ben-walker-2014-anthill-30under30-winner/

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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3000km across Antarctica to set a
new world record. I’ve even helped
Pink Floyd’s Roger Waters perform at
his physical best on his last world tour.

My name is Brad Beer. I’m a
physiotherapist, author, and the
founder of a company called POGO
Physio.
I specialise in helping active people
perform at their physical best, by
keeping them pain and injury free.
I work best with highly committed
people who place a high value on their
physical health and performance.
Throughout my career I have delivered
in excess of 25,000 physiotherapy
consultations.
I’ve helped my clients experience
some remarkable physical
achievements: ranging from a mum
running her first 10km road race, an
aspiring marathon runner completing
their first marathon, through to
helping my clients win Olympic
Gold, Silver, and Bronze medals. I’ve
helped swimmers gain selection onto
the Australian Swimming Team and
win World Championship medals,
triathletes win World Titles, surf
ironmen claim multiple Nutri-Grain
series victories, and an explorer trek

Throughout my career working with
my clients (most of whom are active
people), I’ve come to understand that
they experience three main problems:
1. The frustration of that pain and
injury that just won’t go away.
2. The anxiety that comes with not
being able to perform at their
physical best, and the
3. Fear that they will not be able to do
the very thing that they love to do
in their lifetime because of pain or
injury
For this reason I established POGO
Physio.

http://www.pogophysio.com.au/media/2014/8/8/brad-beerinterviewed-by-leading-us-physiotherapy-commentator

Everything we do at POGO is based
around our unique 3P Philosophy. We
help clients become pain free, perform
at their best, and, most importantly,
go on to prolong their physical health
and performance. Our approach differs
significantly from the physiotherapy
industry as a whole. However, we
believe that our approach ensures
exceptional, timely, and longer lasting
results, which ultimately saves our
clients’ money and time.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=6704338897
04193&set=gm.745381595526485&type=1&theater

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=7254421675
36698&set=gm.806934949371149&type=1

www.pogophysio.com.au
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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In 2002 he expanded the business
to Singapore to deliver the inaugural
JP Morgan Corporate Challenge.
Spectrum Worldwide now delivers
some of the regions largest mass
participation sports events including
the Standard Chartered Marathon
Singapore (55,000) runners and
the Cycle Asia network of events
that attracts nearly 25,000 cyclists
to events in Singapore, Malaysia,
Philippines and Australia.

Chris is passionate about all sports,
especially cycling and running and
the fact that he has taken part in so
many events as a participant gives
him a unique insight into what his
customers want.
There are very few people with
Chris’s depth and breadth of
knowledge in the mass participation
sports industry.

As a 30-year veteran of the mass
participation sports events industry,
Chris Robb has an amazing story
to tell.
Born in Zimbabwe where he grew
up on a farm he organized his first
fun run at the age of 16 to help
raise funds for the resurfacing of his
school “cinder” athletics track.
From there he moved to University
in South Africa where he cut his
teeth in the industry and spent as
much time organising and working
on events, like the world famous
Comrades marathon and South
African Marathon Championships
as he did studying for his Bachelor
of Commerce and Bachelor of
Agricultural Management Degrees.
After leaving university he spent
four years traveling through Europe,
America, Asia and Australia before
settling in Sydney in 1989 where he
founded Spectrum Worldwide.
One of his career highlights came in
the year 2000 when Chris worked
on the Sydney Olympics as the Road
Events Supervisor.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Founder and CEO of Trinity
Perspectives, a boutique sales
consulting and advisory firm, Cian
Mcloughlin is the co-author of the
Amazon number one bestseller
Secrets of Business Success.
A regular sales and marketing
commentator in the mainstream
media (including Sky News Business
and The Sydney Morning Herald),
Cian is considered Australia’s
number one authority on win/
loss analysis. His company Trinity

Perspectives is committed to helping
sales organisation unlock the latent
potential of their customers’ insights.

Small Key Person of Influence
win today - I contributed
to a story in the SMH small
business section on strategies
to gain access to the C-Suite

www.trinityperspectives.com.au/
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Clarissa Rayward is the director of Brisbane
Family Law Centre and is also known as the
‘Happy Family Lawyer’. As a divorce lawyer,
Clarissa specialises in helping separating
families stay out of the Family Courts and
stay friends as she believes that divorce
can be a positive end to a marriage.
Over the past eleven years Clarissa has
worked as a specialist family lawyer and,
during that time, has helped over 2,000
Australian families through their divorce.
This experience has only reinforced her belief
that traditional legal processes do little to help
separating families find a positive future after divorce.

Clarissa is determined to change the way
Australian families experience divorce
and separation for the better. She is
the author of the successful ‘Happy
Family Lawyer’ blog, providing weekly
commentary and tips on issues relating
to divorce. She has also started an
online education series ensuring
separating families all over Australia
can share in her knowledge on how to
experience a dignified and positive divorce.
Clarissa is also about to publish her book
Splitsville: How to separate, stay out of Court and
stay friends.

It takes more than lawyers and Courts to help families
through divorce and separation in a way that ensures
a positive end to a marriage. For this reason, Clarissa
established Brisbane Family Law Centre, a multidisciplinary
practice where lawyers work alongside counsellors and
financial planners to ensure that clients receive the holistic
support they need at this challenging time.

Clarissa Rayward is a family lawyer, wife and mum who is
passionate about relationships, people and family. Clarissa
uses her industry knowledge and skill to change the way
Australian families experience divorce and separation. She
is known as ‘The Happy Family Lawyer’ as she believes that
your divorce can be something you can look back on with
pride.

clarissa@bflc.com.au
(+61) 07 3862 1955
www.bflc.com.au

www.thehappyfamilylawyer.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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movie stars, heads of state and captains of
industry amongst their exclusive patrons.

Since 1977, David Boucher and his elite
team of artisans have designed and
handcrafted stunning works of art you
can touch, use and desire. Working
from their purpose-built Toowoomba
workrooms, and with a luxury store in
Castlereagh Street, Sydney, Boucher
and Co has reinvented the art of fine
craftsmanship to a height rarely seen.
They create luxurious items from precious
materials and rare timbers that perfectly reflect
their clientele’s style, status and passion for the very
best you can own.

Inspired for decades by the pinnacle
of luxury brands, Rolls-Royce, David
Boucher has specialised in contemporary
Art Deco design – a commitment to
exquisite materials and cool modern
luxury design that has now resulted in a
collaboration with the iconic carmaker.

Today I have just been published as a paid guest
writer for the international Rolls-Royce Pinnacle
magazine. 4 pages. Very cool. The Power of the
Key Person of Influence Accelerator at work.

Over the last 37 years, the company has forged a global
reputation for design excellence, crafting fine art oneof-a-kind, bespoke mechanical furniture pieces for the
world’s connoisseurs. They number royalty, sultans,

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152671501994312&set=pcb.7137382
15365791&type=1&relevant_count=6

http://www.davison.com.sg/

http://boucherandco.com/
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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experience has been utilised in various global
industries, including travel, insurance,
pharmaceuticals, banking, investment,
hospitality, finance, events and learning
domains.

Doyle Buehler is a writer, entrepreneur,
speaker and business strategist. From
several successful start-ups and retail
franchise businesses in Canada, the
United States, Europe and Australia
to helping other companies succeed
with their ideas and strategies, he has
spent over ten years in the business
world making things happen – both
online and off. He is a leading innovator
in the online ecommerce worlds. His

His newest book, The Digital Delusion
discusses the reality of the online
industry, and what business leaders
can do to get beyond the clutter and
distraction of the online world.

Just wanted to share a small win - I’ve been
asked to conduct several digital strategy
workshops for the upcoming Australian
Marketing Institute Annual Marketing Congress
in Perth. Should be fun!

http://www.semrush.com/es/webinars/view/top-5-mistakes-that-all-website-owners-make.html

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Gareth Brock is a devoted animal
lover, advertising ‘gun’ and creative
entrepreneur whose newest venture
is poised to revolutionise the multimillion dollar pet care industry.
Otherwise known as ‘The Pet
Traveller’, Gareth is the creative
mind behind Pet Check-In (www.
petcheck-in.com.au) – an online web
portal designed to connect animal
owners with the best pet boarding
facilities in Australia.

The 34-year-old has also just
written his first book, Have Pet, Will
Travel. With Australians boasting
one of the highest levels of cat
and dog ownership per capita in
the world and pet pampering on
the rise, the book is a ‘puur-fect’
A–Z guide on how to travel with or
without pets.
Gareth’s mission is simple:
to help pet owners to travel guilt
and stress-free.

www.petcheck-in.com.au
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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network in non-urban Australia with
the largest experiential marketing
campaign ever undertaken in this
country and spent five years in
Indonesia running five companies
with a half billion USD in sales.
His skillset covers a range of
business disciplines including
strategy, marketing, sales,
change management, operations,
corporate governance, continuity
planning, organisational and people
development, training, copy writing
and advertising.
Geoff is a business strategist,
consultant and coach. He is the
owner of Dancing Blind Man –
Business Advisors. He diagnoses and
tune-ups businesses so that business
owners and management can regain
control, increase profits, lower stress
and get back more time. As a result,
his clients are able to work less and
play more. He’s like a mechanic for
businesses.

Directors (at age 17), served for five
years as Chairman of the Sutherland
Shire Skillshare Project, and is
currently the Chairman of the Central
Coast Business Enterprise Centre.
He remains intermittently active in
teaching self-defence, and with his
wife, Lynne is trying to get back in
shape for a half marathon in early
2015. Lastly, he is enjoying watching
his 16-year-old son becoming a man,
and wondering if his three adult step
kids are ever going to leave home!

Geoff is the youngest person ever
elected to the YMCA Board of

admin@dancingblindman.com

A Key Person of Influence Alumni
from the first Sydney group, Geoff is
the Key Person of Influence National
Coach. With over 30 years’ experience
as a CEO, general manager, and sales
& marketing director across industries
like retail, pharmacy, consumer
electronics, fitness / training, not
for profits, construction supply and
telecommunications, Geoff has a
background as an internationally
experienced senior executive.
He launched the Telstra Next G

www.dancingblindman.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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My name is Grant Kennedy and I’m known
in the building and construction industry
as ‘The Portfolio Guy’.

searchers, which results in them missing
out on huge opportunities for new
business.

I provide a marketing service to
building and construction companies
that help them to develop a
stunning portfolio of their work to
attract new clients to their business.

To solve these problems, we offer
a unique marketing strategy of
photography, portfolio and website
design combined with lead
generation and conversion strategies
to attract new clients to their
business.

Over the past seven years my
company – We Shoot Buildings has
photographed and marketed over 3,000
house and building projects, often with
record breaking sales results. As a result, our
clients feel very confident working with us.

Firstly, we use stunning photography to
showcase a builder’s unique skills to give
them an advantage over other building and
construction companies.

After talking regularly with my clients we’ve realised
builders have three key problems with marketing their
businesses:
1. Their current brand and marketing strategy is either
outdated or non-existent which means they are
struggling to get enquiries from new affluent clients
they desire to work with.
2. Secondly, the low quality of photography and the dull
portfolio of work they currently use for advertising
give them a bad image and damages their reputation
which means they are struggling to convert new
leads into clients.
3. Finally, their website is sitting in the online
graveyard and not receiving any hits from online

We then combine this photography with compelling
portfolio and web design strategies that clearly
communicate the quality of their brand to new clients.
Finally, we put their stunning portfolio of projects in
front of a much larger audience of potential clients
through the use of search engines marketing strategies
to ensure their company is found online when clients are
looking for them.

Little Win! My client JFK Design with the help
of my photography have won the award for
the Residential New house $300K-$500K
section. My client is very appreciative of our
work and we are more than happy!!

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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XMA which is the TGA listed product
had its first retail outlet at the Royal
Brisbane Hospital. Made with 14
nut, seed and plant extracts the
results of using XMA can be viewed
on the website www.xmatherapy.com.
au. My business framework which
involves completion, constructing,

commencing and conceiving keeps
me actively working on new groundbreaking formulas.
I am also the Author of 101 ways to
treat your ITCH. This book is soon to
be followed by 101 ways to Banish
your Blemishes and many more 101s.

I am known for developing and
branding iconic Australian-made
skincare products. My brand Aviation
Hydration moisturiser has been
selected to be part of the gift baskets
presented to celebrities staying at the
Beverly Hills Four Seasons Hotel prior
their attending award shows like the
Emmys, Golden Globes and Oscars.
Aviation Hydration landed into the
hands of Prince William when it was
included in the Family Gift Basket
presented to the Royal Family on the
birth of Princess Charlotte. Prince
William is a pilot and the gifting
Company thought the moisturiser
would be a suitable gift for William!
Aviation Hydration is garnering worldwide attention from tourism and
airline industries alike.

www.xmatherapy.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Jaala Dyer is managing director
of Goodness Health Products Pty
Ltd, which manages the dietary
supplement brand, TJ Clark and
natural beauty brand, Couleur
Caramel in Australia.
She is a writer and speaker, and also
the founder of two health and beauty
websites:
www.loveorganicbeauty.com.au –
an online store & community for
lovers of organic and natural beauty
products
www.vitalitycentral.com.au – a blog
and online directory of practitioners
who specialise in making women feel
great again with energy and vitality.

www.loveorganicbeauty.com.au | www.vitalitycentral.com.au
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Jason Malouin is an entrepreneur, author,
raconteur, and wanna-be iconoclast. He
is also an international, award-winning
photographer.

the things we perceive and the meaning we
associate with those perceptions.
In this way, the portrait becomes not
just an ‘image’ of yourself; but a
‘vision’ of yourself – who you are and
who you ‘hope to become’.

Jason coaches his subjects to reveal
their own superpower. He expresses
authentic power, connection,
and intention in the headshots
and portraits he has created for
professionals in four continents.

Originally from America, he has
recently become an Australian citizen.
As well as creating a better world
through astonishingly inspiring portraiture,
one of his dreams is to someday be a voiceover artist for a cartoon character.

He believes the portrait should be a
direct reflection of the human experience:

http://jasonmalouin.com/blogthe/2014/9/19/7-minutes-on-how-to-be-in-front-of-the-camera

https://www.facebook.com/JasonMalouinPhotography
http://instagram.com/jason_malouin/

www.jasonmalouin.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Joanne Fedler is the
author of nine
books, including
the international
bestsellers
Secret Mothers’
Business
(2006) and
When Hungry,
Eat (2010). Her
books have sold
over 600 000 copies
internationally. She is

an inspirational speaker and writing mentor, and takes
women on writing retreats to Fiji and Tuscany each
year. Her latest book is Love in the Time of Contempt:
consolations for parents of teenagers (Hardie-Grant,
2015), and it forms the basis of her campaign: A
Million Connected Parents. For more information about
her books, retreats and campaign to empower parents,
please visit www.joannefedler.com

Silly little win but today my youtube
channel where I share
writing tips got to
100 subscribers.
https://www.youtube.com/user/SpoonFedWriting

www.joannefedler.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Jonathan builds offices
for Entrepreneurs. He
is the founder of
Collective Works,
an award winning
coworking space
in Singapore.
Jonathan
O’Byrne founded
the business to
improve the drive,
creativity and social
interaction of small
businesses. In under
three years of operation
Collective Works has grown to become an unparalleled
entrepreneurial community of over 90 companies with
members from 20 countries. The facility itself has
undergone several expansions and now comprises over
11,000sqft of prime CBD real estate. Jonathan’s goal
is to connect Entrepreneurs across Asia and in doing so
revolutionise the way they work.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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world of diamonds and jewellery,
teaching people everything they
could want to know. When he
delivers a keynote speech, you are
taken on ride that ‘leaves no stone
unturned’.

An award-winning designer, Karl
Schwantes is a man of many
talents. With a background in
the military, he encapsulates
the values of honour, integrity
and focus. But it is his love of
diamonds that truly makes him
shine.

As an award-winning designer,
Karl has an uncanny eye for
quality and uniqueness. His craft
lies in making unique jewellery
but also in connecting with the
people who walk through his door,
taking them on a journey to find
or create a special piece that tells
a story. He has helped over 5,200
couples find the right piece for
them so helping them to create
their story – stories that define
life’s poignant moments from
wedding to birth...and everything
in between.

Karl Schwantes is a leader in
the jewellery world and the
community. His mission is to keep
the industry alive and vibrant,
to empower people to invest in
jewellery that is divinely unique,
and to make a difference in the
lives of those who need it.

His skill at creating magnificent
pieces of jewellery was honed as a
child playing at the work benches
in his parents’ business – Xennox
Diamonds. As an earnest eightyear-old, he helped out at the
Brisbane store sweeping floors
and making coffee, observing the
craftsman at work, guided by his
father. By the time he was twelve,
he was creating and designing
pieces of his own.
Described by those who know
him as a ‘diamond surgeon’, what
he knows about these precious
stones could fill a book or three.
His regular blog posts explore the

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152398292878113&set=gm.752249841506327&type=1&theater

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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college for 3 years. With a love for climbing, she is also a
certified climbing instructor. To challenge the status quo
and embrace new personal challenges, she participated
in the Singapore Fitness Model Search 2014 and was
placed 3rd as Miss Singapore Bikini Fitness 2014.

Kareen is a mum on a
mission, to shape
up the nation one
mother at a time!
She believes
every mother has
the right to live
a fit, healthy
& confident
motherhood.
Kareen founded
Mums In Sync in
2013, which runs
fitness and nutrition
programmes to teach mothers how to love their bodies
and get into tiptop shape to rock the world with renewed
confidence. Because of the wonderful work she has
done, she was awarded the Singapore Mumpreneur of
the Year 2014.
Her story and work has been featured and shared on
several media platforms, including the Straits Times,
SHAPE, Mother & Baby etc.
Kareen is a highly qualified personal trainer who
holds accreditations by both the National Academy of
Sports Medicine (NASM) and the American Council on
Exercise (ACE). Being a certified Power Plate® Postnatal
Specialist, Kareen developed the Core Connection
Principles™ to help postnatal mothers heal adequately
after delivery. She also created the Fit Mummy Workout
programme, which incorporates “Burn.Flex.Eat” in a
90min session.
As a mum who loves to whip up yummy treats for her
twins, Kareen has a knack for easy and quick dishes
that are palatable and nourishing to the body. She has
since created at least 50 easy healthy recipes, which she
shares with her network widely without reservations.
Kareen’s coaching style stems highly from her
background in education. She holds a Post Graduate
Diploma in Education and had taught in a prestigious

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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I’m Katherine Maslen and I am the
owner of a health care business
which specialises in helping people
to feel good again.
Katherine is a leading Australian
naturopath and nutritionist
with over nine years of clinical
experience, and the author of Get
Well, Stay Well: Reclaim your health
and get back to living. Katherine
is passionate about offering fresh

and accurate health inspiration to
motivate you to be well. Katherine
has appeared on the Today show,
ABC radio and has been interviewed
in Good Health, Wellbeing and
Marie Claire magazines on various
health topics. It is Katherine’s
mission to enrich the lives of others
through self empowerment so that
they can be the healthiest version of
themselves.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154285674545652&set=gm.74113022
9284955&type=1&theater

facebook.com/katherinemaslennaturopath
@katherinemaslen
@katherinemaslen
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFX956Mt7h8&feature=youtu.be

katherinemaslen.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Katie Marshall has been investing in property
for over fourteen years and has worked in
the property industry for over ten years
as an interior designer and construction
manager. She has worked on residential
and multi-residential projects in Brisbane
and on the Gold Coast, including the
Sanctuary Cove Country Club and SW1
Terrace Row at Southbank.

investment in property can help them to achieve
a secure financial future.
Katie believes there has never been a
better time for women to embrace her own
strengths and abilities and build wealth
and security through property. It is her
goal for every woman entering into the
property world to feel confident in their
abilities. Katie ultimately wants to change
the way the property industry operates
including introducing a greater transparency
and a higher level of ethical standards.

Katie holds a Diploma in Interior
Technology, is an Associate Member of the
Design Institute of Australia, and has recently
qualified as a certified property investment advisor
with PIAA.

Katie’s is also a wife, mother and author of her first book:
Chicks and Mortar: A woman’s guide to investing in
property.

Katie’s design work includes compiling full interior and
exterior fit–outs, as well as creating 3D imaging and
marketing material. When she is not up to her elbows in
samples, she is also writing and reviewing estate covenants
for popular Gold Coast estates.
Katie also works in the world of construction management,
and has mastered the art of co-ordinating trades and
suppliers, reviewing and amending construction plans,
liaising with local council and certifiers, and managing the
workflow on numerous residential construction sites. Katie
works closely with the home owner and manages projects
from contract stage right through to handover.
As well as increasing her property skills and knowledge
during business hours, Katie also works after hours to
increase her own property portfolio and her own knowledge
about property investing. Katie has attended many
investment seminars and information nights and has forged
connections with other like-minded people who are as
passionate about property as she is.

Katie Marshall Contact Details

In 2009, Katie founded Chicks and Mortar – a property
hub for women to connect, share property stories and learn
about property. Through Chicks and Mortar, Katie has
connected with over 500 women who are all on their own
property investment journey.

0416 322 985
katie@chicksandmortar.com.au
PO Box 570, Ormeau Qld 4208
katiemarshall01
https://www.facebook.com/chicksandmortar

Katie combines a unique blend of both behind the scenes
knowledge and mainstream experience to help women
understand the process of property investing and how an

@ https://twitter.com/ChicksandMortar
http://www.linkedin.com/in/katiemarshall01

www.chicksandmortar.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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nationally and internationally.
Katrina has been two-time winner
and finalist of the Australian Human
Resources Institute Award for Best
Health and Wellbeing Strategy
and three time winner of the
Australian Human Resources Award
for Best Health and Wellbeing
Strategy. Katrina is also a soughtafter speaker and trainer, having
presented throughout Australia,

Europe and the United Kingdom,
including as an adjunct lecturer
with the Centre for Environment
and Population Health, Griffith
University and University of
Queensland.
In her spare time, you’ll find
Katrina relaxing in a yoga pose,
enjoying a nice glass of Barossa
Shiraz or planning her next trekking
expedition with her family.

My name is Katrina Walton. I am a
workplace wellness consultant and
founder and director of Wellness
Designs, a boutique consultancy
company. We help Australian
workplaces create healthy, safe and
high-performing employees. We
specialise in strategic consultancy,
speaking and training services for
workplaces, government agencies
and industry groups. We best
support medium-sized organisations
who lack the wellness expertise or
capacity in-house, and who require
a guiding hand to develop a strategy
which supports and protect their
greatest asset – their people. We
are based in Brisbane and operate
across Australasia.
Katrina has built a reputation as
a pioneer of workplace wellness
in Australia. She has over
eighteen years’ experience in the
development and management of
multi award-winning solutions for
small to large organisations, both

www.wellnessdesigns.com.au
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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they sleep on the bed with you,
that you take them everywhere you
can, that you plan holidays so that
they are included and that their
presence makes your life even more
incredible.
Kerry is ‘top dog’ at Akemi
Photography. Based in Melbourne,
Akemi Photography specialises in
photographing pets and the people
who love them. The sessions are

conducted both in studio and
on location so that she can truly
capture the incredible and unique
personality of your ‘furkid’. Location
retreats and sessions are held in
spectacular Australian destinations
like the snow, fields of flowers,
amidst autumn colours, and at
perfect beaches.
Kerry is also the editor of popular
Australian dog blog, ‘Puppy Tales’.

I’m Kerry Martin and I’m a
photographer specialising in pets
and their people. As the ‘top dog’
at Akemi Photography, I create
incredible experiences to capture the
connection that a dog lover has with
their dog.
Kerry became a ‘crazy dog lady’ the
moment a fluffy white Japanese
Spitz puppy named Keiko entered
her life. She loves nothing more than
spending time with him – exploring
a new destination together, snuggles
on the couch or using him as a muse
for her photography. As a result
of the incredible connection she
has with Keiko, Kerry understands
that your four-legged furry buddy is
absolutely part of the family: that

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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I started my business in December
2005 as an event management
company. After managing various
corporate events I was continually
asked one question “Kim, can you
recommend a great venue for my
event”. There was a need in my
beloved industry to make amazing
venues accessible to everyone, so we
created our on-line venue directory.
Venues 2 Events now has three
distinct offerings:
1. We publish a national on-line
venue directory
2. We provide high end corporate
event management
3. We provide a 2-day training
programme, teaching you how to
run successful business events

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10154440751030398&set=gm.763472093717435&type=1

Kim is a personable, down-to-earth
keynote presenter with endless
enthusiasm for her beloved industry.
With a passion for ‘everything
events’ she was born to be an event
manager.

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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I’m Kim Cooper, the Sales and Office
Manager of Snapes Logistics. We provide
national warehousing and transport
services for commercial fit-outs and
interiors. Our customers range from
suppliers through to the end users
of furniture, fittings and equipment,
with our work covering many
landmark commercial buildings
and major retail stores throughout
Australia.

in a strong positive company culture with
a focus on continuous improvement –
highlighting these fundamentals in
her books as being essential to the
success of any business and the
developmental growth of individuals.
Among friends, she is the welltravelled international and her
‘milkshake’ accent is the result of
her upbringing in various countries
from Zambia, to England to New
Zealand, and finally, Australia.

Kim Cooper has a degree in Marketing
and over fourteen years’ experience
in specialist warehousing and logistics.
Throughout this time, she has led sales, operational,
and administrative teams, while managing multi-million
dollar portfolios and key accounts.
Kim brings her specialist sales, marketing and
operational management skills to the table and is the
driving force for continuous improvement in service
quality and championing the customer experience.
Within various organisations, she has run major company
projects and developments including takeovers,
restructures, software implementation and culture
change initiatives – and with a great deal of success.
Known among colleagues as the ‘word smith’, becoming
an author seemed like a natural step in her career
development. Her current book on project management
is expected to be published by September 2015.
Following her experience through school and business
partnerships, her next book will focus on recruitment,
as well as on mentoring young people entering the
workforce after completing trade school. Kim believes

@SnapesLogistics
facebook.com/SnapesVic
linkedin.com/company/snapes-furniture-logistics
linkedin.com/in/kimcoop
@Kimmi_Coops

www.snapes.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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their time. It’s their energy. Manage
it well” – by Robin Sharma.
I am excited about creativity and
efficiency in businesses. I enjoy

helping fitness professionals ‘run a
better business’, providing specific,
industry-related advice and tools to
grow and be profitable.

My name is Lay Yong. I am an owner,
investor and director of fitness-based
businesses.
I have owned and sold businesses,
and I recently started BodyTreeGST,
a gymnastic strength-training studio.
A first in Singapore, helping fitness
enthusiasts achieve exceptional
strength and mobility, and attaining
the physique of a gymnast.
My first book – Born to Move: 5
Steps to Achieve Mobility Fitness
and Say Goodbye to Aches and Pains
was published in January 2015.
I am passionate about being
active and I practice gymnastic
strength training, Pilates and Yoga.
I subscribe to “The most precious
resource for business people is not

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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My name is Leesa Melchert and I
am the Inside Out Stylist. I style
real women with real bodies from
the inside out. I help them to regain
their inner confidence, make friends
with their bodies, and create a style
that is unique and authentic to who
they REALLY are.
leesa@theinsideoutstylist.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/theinsideoutstylist
https://www.twitter.com/leesamelchert
http://instagram.com/theinsideoutstylist
http://www.pinterest.com/leesa0954/
http://au.linkedin.com/pub/leesa-melchert-theinside-out-stylist/24/279/268
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152554880991245&set=gm.821339241264053&type=1

www.theinsideoutstylist.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Dr. Linda Wilson is the author of
Stress Made Easy: Peeling women
off the ceiling. Based in Melbourne,
Linda is an owner and practitioner in
a multi-modality health care practice,
and radio interviewer on a programme
focusing on stress management in
business. Linda incorporates the
latest neurological research tools and
techniques in her business to create
sustainable wellbeing.
Informed by the philosophy of
a degree in Traditional Chinese

Medicine, a Graduate Diploma in
Education (Health) and seventeen
years’ clinical experience as a stress
management specialist, Linda
understands that the capacity to
change your mind can change your
world. Linda has helped hundreds
of clients and businesses better
identify and manage stress.
One of Linda’s personal career
highlights was to train an entire
primary school in her stress
management techniques.

www.drlindawilson.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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achieve their goals throughout
life; and
• become more confident and
control of their financial future.
Epona Financial Guidance takes
its name from the Celtic goddess
Epona, who was revered for centuries
across ancient Europe for her role in
helping to manifest dreams, protect
families and create abundance.
Legend has it that if you allow Epona
to accompany you throughout life,
you will achieve your dreams.

My focus is firmly placed on the
provision of high quality financial
advice to help people live the lives
they want.

I am passionate about helping
people achieve financial confidence,
no matter what their current
circumstances.

I am also an accredited aged care
financial advisory specialist, and
have helped many people cut
through the aged care confusion
and ensure they or their loved
ones transition to aged care while
optimising their financial position.
While I am passionate about helping
clients achieve their aims in life, I
practice what I preach, living life
the way I want… balancing my time
at our metropolitan office with time
on the country farm that I share
with my partner and our collection
of animals, tending to my garden
and helping our rural community
thrive.

My expertise has been gained from
more than 18 years in the financial
services industry, a Bachelor of
Business (Accountancy) from
Swinburne University and my
accreditation as a Certified Financial
PlannerTM, the peak qualification
designated by Australia’s Financial
Planning Association.
Epona Financial Guidance provides
financial guidance that helps people
of all ages:
• learn more about the many
options and opportunities
available to them;
• fund the lifestyle they want for
themselves and their families;
• provide care and support to their
loved ones;
• build sustainable wealth to

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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brand recognition for her clients’
businesses.
Having completed the Key Person
of Influence 40-week Accelerator

in 2014, Llew is now also the
published author of Crazy Mummy
Syndrome: Toddlers, tantrums and
the monsters in your head.

Over the last 10 years, Llew has
worked within major corporations
such as Westpac, St George Bank
and Ray White Real Estate. During
this time she has gained experience
in writing for the web, web design
and content management. She
has extensive knowledge in copy
writing, proofreading, and editing
for online and print media, and
has taken a keen interest in online
marketing.
Llew has studied courses in
Online Marketing & Social Media;
Copywriting; and, Editing &
Proofreading to strengthen her
skills. With a passion for the
written word, Llew launched her
business The Buzz Writer in 2013
in order to find a career that also
allowed her the flexibility to spend
more quality time with her young
family. Llew’s drive is to help small
business owners increase their
online profiles, by creating new and
engaging web content to enable

http://contentmagazine.com.au/2014/07/what-do-you-want-to-be-when-you-grow-up/

thebuzzwriter.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Association Library in Sydney.Over
the past decade, Louise has been
researching memory problems and
their causes in order to find the
answers so many are looking for.
Louise’s work has culminated with
her writing her first book: Smart
Brain, Healthy Brain.

In honour of her mother, Louise
established The Hallinan Memory
Clinic in Sydney. This has now
evolved into the Smart Brain Health
Centre, where she provides testing
and individualised treatment
programmes to improve memory and
brain health.

Louise Hallinan has been working in
the natural health industry for over
ten years and is a fully qualified
nutritionist and homeopathic
practitioner. She specialises in
helping working women aged 45
and over who are experiencing
memory problems by identifying
the cause, and then testing
and providing an individualised
treatment programme to improve
memory and brain health.
Her mother, Alice, suffered with
Alzheimer’s disease for many
years and passed away in 2000.
Louise co-wrote a research paper
in 2003, ‘Alzheimer’s Disease:
A homeopathic look at treatment
and prevention‘, – a copy of which
is available in the Alzheimer’s

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=255661754627951&set=gm.742536022477709&type=1&theater

www.louisehallinan.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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momentum in the UK, Canada,
Australia and US. According to
research, the vegetarian market is a
2.8 billion dollar a year industry in
the US alone, and growing.
Luke loves to work with
professionals and athletes who
are looking for an alternative and

wholistic approach to long-term
health, physical and personal
empowerment. His purpose is
to leave clients feeling awake to
the strongest and most nourished
version of themselves, then being
the change they wish to see in the
world.

Regarded as Australia’s number one
plant-based strength coach, Luke
is an author and a plant-fuelled
athlete that has won international
awards. Also the founder of Evolved
Generation, the brand strives to
promote health, athleticism and
conscious consumption. Through
a plant-based diet, customised
training and coaching seminars,
his aim is to help professionals
and athletes become the strongest
version of themselves, all while
making a difference.
With proven success coaching a
range of clients ranging from stay
at home mums to internationally
acclaimed athletes, he has found
that the intersection between longterm health, enhanced athletic
performance and sustainability,
lies in a plant-based perspective.
As the world moves towards more
preventative healthcare and
sustainable practices, the plantbased movement is fast gaining

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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My name is Mandy Siegel and I run a
coaching and training business called
Voice Of Life. I help people find their
confident voice for the stage, in the
boardroom and in their personal lives.

I believe we all have the power to
let go of the blocks and negative
emotions that sometimes hold us
back from truly living our highest
potential.

With 25 years’ experience on the
stage as a performer, presenter and
educator entertaining and inspiring
thousands of audiences worldwide,
it is my absolute honour to help you
find your confident voice from the
inside out.

We are at a crucial time in our
evolution where speaking and
performing from the heart are
paramount for business, as well
as in our personal lives in order to
unite and heal humanity.

https://www.facebook.com/
MandySiegel11?fref=ts
www.mandysiegel.com

www.thatsinginglady.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Michaela Anchan is the founder of
Woolf Works, a community and shared
workspace for women, on Joo Chiat
Rd, Singapore. Michaela is from
New Zealand originally and arrived
in Singapore in 2011 via Mumbai,
India and South Korea. She has two
small children and is passionate
about helping women prioritise
themselves and their professional
goals while raising a family.

Its perfect for women juggling business
or studies with raising a family.
The community has freelancers,
entrepreneurs, students, consultant
and flexi-corporates and he space
hosts events, workshops and retreats
as well as its productive work space.
Memberships are flexible and cater to
everything from full-time permanent
desk holders, to two half days a week,
working around school hours.

Named after Virginia Woolf, Woolf Works
has been featured on BBC News, CNBC,
Simply Her magazine and Expat Living.

Michaela is proud to offer women a
‘Room of One’s Own’, and loves seeing
women grow and thrive and learn to prioritise
themselves and their professional goals amongst the
supportive Woolf Works community.

Michaela spent five years juggling kids while trying
to study, then write fiction and later open her own
business, and spent most of the time frustrated,
distracted and guilty.
She realised she really needed to get out of her home
office if anything was going to start happening, but
rental offices were expensive and lonely and coworking
spaces in Singapore weren’t providing the atmosphere
she wanted - so she decided to launch her own.
Woolf Works provides a calm, quiet work environment;
a community of like-minded, supportive women; and
opportunities for personal and business development.

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Pete Jensen’s Vision is to help leaders
and team members create workplaces
that are great to work in, ensure legal
psychological safety compliance
and minimise risk and stress
claims, and where employees feel
psychologically safe and productive.

transformation and behavioural safety
leadership, Pete Jensen has the skills,
knowledge, expertise and credibility
to help organisations turn potential
risk and damage into connection,
productivity and performance.
Pete’s unique edge lies in
creating awareness, educating and
inspiring leaders and employees to
create workplace cultures that are
psychologically safe, fit and thriving.

After fifteen years building
a successful track record in
delivering internationally recognised
programmes in the three areas
of leadership development, culture

Small win. BIG milestone. Delivered my
first public seminar on Psychologically
safe workplaces to 70 business leaders
at Deakin Prime this week.
www.larsenjensen.com

www.petejensen.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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showcased on ABC and BBC TV and
radio, the Disney Channel and SBS
Cycling Central, and have presented
two TED talks!
From my experience, I know there
are three major problems associated
with traffic congestion:
1. governments and councils can’t
afford the cost of new transport
infrastructure,
2. suburban sprawl is creating
complex and expensive transport
demands

3. many of us are spending more
than 15 hours a week (that’s
around 700 hours a year) sitting
in our cars, literally stuck in
traffic.
To solve these problems I provide:
• site-specific technical advice with
practical solutions
• education and travel behaviour
change programmes
• training and events to make noncar travel part of everyone’s daily
life.

I’m Rachel Smith and I cut traffic
congestion. I’m an author, blogger,
keynote speaker and a principal
transport planner at AECOM in
Brisbane.
I make sure that mayors and other
city leaders have all the information
and tools they need to cut traffic
congestion, without the expense
of new roads or annoyed residents.
My first book Decongestion (due for
release in January 2015) is a 7 step
how-to and why-to guide for mayors
and other city leaders.
During the last fourteen years, I
have spoken at more than 200
conferences/events around the world,
created the model for 7 metre wide
cycling super highways, been handpicked to partner with high profile
brands including BMW and the
Guggenheim New York, had my work

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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2. Patient centric business model
which includes: patients,
innovation, and partners
3. Smart use of technology which
includes: IT systems, mobility
and automation

Robert Sztar is a second generation
pharmacist with over fifteen years’
experience working in community,
hospital, and international practice
settings.
He helps pharmacy owners transform
their pharmacies into technology
businesses that are focused on
delivering patient-centric healthcare.
During the last 15 years, pharmacy
operational costs have continued
to rise and revenues have been
savaged by PBS reform, leaving most
pharmacy owners in survival mode.
This trend – coupled with patients
now becoming more value driven,
seeking more advice and a low price
– has meant that many pharmacies
have had to reduce their staff and
services
Over his career Robert has observed
that for a pharmacy to be ultimately
successful in the 21st Century, it
needs to have three key pillars in
place:
1. Operational efficiency which
includes: finance, operations, and
people

To maximise the opportunities in
these nine critical areas, he has
developed three ‘Transpharmation’
programmes that are delivered in
three ways over twelve months:
• Do it yourself: Owners can utilise
Robert’s book Transpharmation,
accompanied by a personalised
online workbook, and supported
by the Transpharmation Weekly
Podcast and Community.
• Do it with me: Robert will work
with owners directly to develop
their strategy and provide them
with all the implementation tools.
• Do it for me: Robert will work
with owners directly to develop
their strategy, and personally
oversee its implementation.
Underpinning each programme is
Robert’s unique 4-step method of
‘Transpharmation’
1. Education – Learn the true
purpose of the current technology
through flexible and convenient
delivery methods
2. Discovery – Learn how to discover
the priority areas of opportunity
in your pharmacy and their
associated processes, which
can be aided or automated by
technology
3. Partnership – Learn how to
choose the right technology
partners who will help you to
plan, implement, train and
maintain their solutions in your
pharmacy.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Big win! Interviewed
Tim Reid on my
‘Transphalmation’ show
today. Time inspired me
back in February to start
my podcast show
(now up to Episode 34)
Cheers mate!
4. Optimisation – Learn how to
review the solutions implemented
to ensure that you are receiving
a full return on your investment,
and be able to easily identify new
areas of potential improvement.
After completing their
‘Transpharmation’ journey, pharmacy
owners will be left feeling confident
and in-control of their pharmacy –
with more time, more resources, and
above all, the freedom to choose how
they wish to spend their time in and
out of the pharmacy.
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Travel specialist and
award-winning
journalist, editor
and publisher,
Sally Webb has
authored nine
Lonely Planet
travel guides,
including six on
Italy and Rome;
was deputy editor
of both Travel +
Leisure and Vogue
Entertaining + Travel
magazines; and also food
publisher at Murdoch Books. She writes travel articles
for The Sydney Morning Herald and The Age and

reviews family friendly restaurants for Good Food. Sally
is the also author of: Travel Without Tears: 645 ways
for families to take on the world. She lives with her
husband and two children in Sydney.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153232366699638&set=gm.7970788
47023426&type=1

http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/redundancy-when-losing-your-job-means-losing-your-self20140619-zrjya.html

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps

A few small media wins ... My book’s been reviewed
in The Australian twice as well as the SMH. The Sun
Herald Traveller section is running a cover story
extract next week ... Plus I featured today in another
SMH article about how two redundancies in three
years lead me to start up my own business
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Sandy McDonald is an online marketing
coach. She blogs, and is an author and a
TEDx speaker.

Blogging is story telling. Done well it
represents a paradigm shift by changing
a business conversation into the things
that matter: how to make a difference
in people’s lives.

Following 22 years running a
marketing communications company,
Sandy used purposeful blogging
to start and build a vast global
community that works to help
children orphaned in Africa. Now,
Sandy works with business owners to
bring clarity into their complex online
world.

Sandy’s TEDx talk, ‘Tell your story,
save a life’ is based on this experience
and explains how your story can
enrich, change or even save lives.

She helps them build a coherent and correctly
positioned online platform from which to tell the
stories that can build a loyal clan, as both a business
development and life-changing practice.

Her book: Get it right online: Build
a clan and supercharge your business
details the framework for doing this.
She is known for converting a complex online world
into practical yet life-changing steps for business owners
to supercharge their business AND their lives.

http://youtu.be/YtuYmwKtiDE
www.whyyoumustblog.com
http://getitrightonline.com.au/

www.getitrightonline.com.au
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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With over 25 years’
experience in small
business and working
with creative designers,
Sophie Andrews is
an award winning
entrepreneur, and
is a director of the
Australian Bookkeepers
Association.
Sophie is also the author
of the recently released book:
The Creative Collection, which is
a business bible for creative business owners.
After spending fifteen years working in finance in the
fashion and gemstone industry for companies such as
Max Mara and the British Jewellery & Giftware Federation,
Sophie established a successful bookkeeping agency, The
Accounts Studio. Now in its ninth year, the Studio has
over 120 clients and specialises in working with creatives,
including interior designers, graphic designers, fashion
designers, photographers and stylists. The company is an
early adopter of the revolutionary cloud accounting software
Xero and merges traditional bookkeeping with fun analysis
tools to show clients how to maximise profit.
Sophie also teaches finance and small business at one of
Sydney’s top fashion schools and has been a guest lecturer
at other design colleges on the topic of small business.
A regular media commentator, Sophie has an unshakeable
passion and focus for educating small business owners
in the importance of having a solid financial base to their
business, and how to avoid the number one killer of small
business – cash flow. Not only does she have an amazing
ability to break down the mundane and complicated into
easily digestible language, she is also a very talented
strategist.
A mother of one, Sophie speaks four languages and spends
any spare time travelling, writing or re-attempting the art of
successful mediation.

http://www.accountsstudio.com.au/shop/

+ (61) 2 9997 5662

If you would like to contact Sophie she can be reached at
her Sydney office on:

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps

sophie@accountsstudio.com.au
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Victoria Rose is a dynamic
professional speaker,
trainer and public
seminar leader who
has helped over
19,500 people
throughout Australia
and New Zealand
deal with an enormous
variety of problems and
challenges facing them
in the workplace, and their
personal lives, every single day.

http://www.over60stillfabulous.com/-blog

https://www.facebook.com/4MEAU/photos/a.153199841482716.32787.1513729783
32069/509555982513765/?type=1

http://www.over60stillfabulous.com/
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Anna Sexton, the owner of Open
To Create, offers bespoke learning
programmes, workshops and 1:2:1
coaching for creative, cultural and
heritage leaders in small to large
galleries, museums, local authorities
and global arts institutions. We
have worked with Whitechapel,
Chisenhale, V&A, Bow Arts, Dulwich
Picture Gallery, London Transport
Museum, Tower Hamlets Libraries

Open To Create...

and Archives. We focus on growing
and sustaining communication,
creativity and confidence within
individuals and teams.

Anna B. Sexton FRSA MIOEE
OPEN TO CREATE...
07941 655 856
@opentocreate

www.opentocreate.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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My name is Ches Moulton. I
specialise in working with high
achievers who suffer from stress and
dysfunctional relationships.

things that have an impact on them
on a daily basis.

Working internationally throughout
the past 20 + years, I’ve
successfully raised awareness in
over 500 company executives for
the need to modify their actions and
reactions to the people, places, and

I am redefining people’s experience
of what it means to have a
healthy relationship with themself
and others and reshaping the
way in which people view their
environment.

I’m known for providing lightbulb
moments.

I believe this book provides a very accessible gateway
to improving the human experience. This book is for
anyone who needs to understand their motivations,
seeking greater meaning and purpose and looking for
a refreshing take on charging for the better. Andrew
Priestley, Grad Dip Psych, BEd.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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David Lee Martin is a writer, product
creator and creativity coach. He
helps people produce, publish,
promote and profit from the things
they are passionate about. His
popular training courses include:
http://learnscrivener.net and http://
studythebiblenow.com

http://learnscrivener.net/

http://learnscrivener.net | http://studythebiblenow.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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impact for the minimum expense – in
short, we turn their flowers from an
expense to a strategic investment,
and we treat our customers like
strategic allies.
Last year we increased our core
business by 50% and this year should
increase our overall turnover by 2550%.

We are an award winning company
that provides bespoke floral designs
for four and five star hotels, Michelinrated restaurants and high-end
corporate companies.

We were pleased to be awarded the
contract for the Christmas decorations
for the iconic Corbin and King
group restaurants: The Wolseley, the
Delaunay, Cafe Zedel, Cafe Colbert,
Fischers Restaurant and for the
Beaumont Hotel; apparently our tree
at the Wolseley was ‘the talk of the

town’ as the best they had seen, and
Liz was nick-named the ‘Queen of all
things Christmas’!
We started our first foray into
event design: creating a futuristic
environment for Cafe Momo with a
combination of lighting and avant
garde flowers, and providing chair
covers for the Tower Hotel’s Christmas
parties.
This year we won ‘Best for Customer
Service’ at the Wandsworth Business
Awards, with highly commended
for ‘Business of the Year’ and
Entrepreneur of the Year, and
commended for ‘Marketing and
Social Media’.

After 25 years using flowers to create
an atmosphere of affluence for
companies such as Four Seasons,
Harvey Nichols and Rolex, we have
identified two key problems in the
hospitality sector today:
1. how to remain competitive in a
ferociously competitive market
place
2. how to justify any expenditure
when budgets are being slashed.
We help customers focus their
budgets to create the maximum

www.elizabethmarsh.co.uk
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Jutta Wohlrab is the founder of the
Elements of Birth. Twenty eight
years ago she was accredited as a
midwife in Germany, and since then
she hasn’t stopped learning and
incorporating holistic principles into
her work.
Jutta loves to offer information
and tools to help women prepare
for a fearless, joyful, healthy and
happy pregnancy, labour and birth.
Practising in assisting at home and

hospital births in three different
countries and supporting around
3,000 women in labour has given
Jutta great insights into how birth
really works.
She teaches her own childbirth
education system: Happy Birthing
Days successfully in Berlin (and soon
online to an international audience)
She is currently writing a book – Birth
is the beginning into life: everyone
deserves a great start into life.

www.elementsofbirth.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Lazo Freeman went from being a multi
winning body builder to highest paid
body transformation coach in London
where he is in full demand with high
net worth clients. He has started
two other business as an energetic
entrepreneur proving your body is
like a business:

Body Transformation academy is an
education facility for personal trainers
to be certified and become body
transformation coaches.
Learning the 5 star process of
mindset, bespoke nutrition, body
sculpting, sales and branding.
He is now looking to launch his own
content to the rest of the market
regarding his unique proven system in
2016 for achieving more then a body
transformation.

Influential Gentlemen for successful
men who want to play the game at
another level with like minded people
in a very exclusive 1 year mentorship
program taught by several industry exerts
on 7 Key ares - high performance mindset,
optimised health and body, science of persuasion,
cultivating charisma, mastering masculinity, leadership
and social mastery.

www.lazofreemanexc.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Rise of the New Entrepreneur and
winning three awards, new doors
of opportunity are opening for me.
Currently, I have been approached
by a publisher to get the book

translated into several languages
and have also been offered to write
a second book for a fee (still in the
negotiation stages but both offers
look promising).

Maite Baron is a multi-awardwinning author, international
speaker and co-founder of The
Corporate Escape™ – a Londonbased consultancy, training and
coaching company specialising
in helping professionals find their
purpose, rekindle their passion
for life and reinvent themselves
as new entrepreneurs. She’s a
regular contributor to the influential
Huffington Post, Global Banking
and Finance Review (GBFR), and
Entrepreneur.
Two years and two months after
publishing Corporate Escape: the

@maitebaron
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1022010767814232&set=pcb.814812721886798&type=1&relevant_count=2

TheCorporateEscape.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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His no-nonsense style continues to
captivate people from all walks of life
to reach their full potential.
He’s the author of a very well-received
book called: From Good To Amazing:
No Bullshit Tips For The Life You
Always Wanted.
He’s also just finished shooting the
pilot episode of a TV show (where

he coaches someone in front of the
camera having the camera crew
following the client between sessions)
in partnership with one of the UK’s
most accomplished TV directors.
With over 300 personal success
stories, 200 workshops, and
thousands of copies of his book sold,
Michael continues to have an impact
on people all around the world.

Michael Serwa runs a thriving
coaching practice in London’s
Mayfair. He works with winners:
people who are either successful at
something already, or have firmly
decided to become successful. This
includes CEOs of multi-billion pound
corporations, entrepreneurs, bankers,
traders, lawyers, actors, senior
executives, property developers,
designers, architects, and creative
and ambitious students.
Michael’s personal story is an
inspiration to anyone who has felt
held back by circumstance. A selfconfessed failed jazz trumpeter from
Poland, he arrived in the UK after a
27-hour bus journey, and spent his
first two weeks living in a squat with
nothing except the determination to
be the best at whatever he decided
to do. After a brief career in retail,
Michael found his passion was life
coaching – an outlet that enabled him
to serve and motivate.
Today, Michael Serwa is widely
recognised as one of the UK’s most
successful directive life coaches.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10152493650161358&set=pcb.789158014452269&type=1&relevant_count=2

www.michaelserwa.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Mike discovered that he had a
lot more value to share than he
previously acknowledged.
With newfound clarity and
scalability, Mike wasted no time
in raising his Profile online. This
resulted in him being appointed as
the Chairman of a highly prestigious
industry body.

When we first met Mike Symes he
was already successful. He had
founded a Marketing Consultancy
that specialised in assisting
Financial Services Companies.
He wasn’t short for business, but
still had to go chasing for new
clients. Mike wanted to take things
up a level. He wanted to be priced
in the premium end of the market
(a well justified position) and he
wanted clients chasing him, rather
than the traditional method of
pitching for new business.
Mike joined the Key Person of
Influence Accelerator in April
2010 and immediately had
a breakthrough in the way he
explained the value he delivers to
a client. He also set to work on his
Book, Light Your Firebrand, where
he was able to consolidate his 25
years of industry experience into a
powerful manuscript. In doing so,
he was able to uncover and explore
his unique Intellectual Property.

pitch him to become a client. Mike
widened his scope to deliver value
worldwide and distilled his unique
ideas into valuable Intellectual
Property.
In short, he recognised the
mountain of value he was already
standing on and is now producing at
a whole new level.

With all of this in place, Mike
noticed a clear shift in the amount
of new business that was finding
him. In one instance, the CEO of
one of the UK’s largest Banks, was
excited to have the opportunity to
sit down over coffee with Mike to
discuss the future of their brand.
In a six-month period, Mike Symes
went from being a very successful
marketing consultant to a Key
Person of Influence in his field. He
went from being great at pitching
for new business, to having people

www.financialmarketing.com
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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businesses by creating memorable
experience for all of their guests.
Monica has over 20 years’ industry
experience having worked in, and
managed, 4 and 5-star hotels.
She has been involved with the
implementation of standards, hotel
opening and refurbishments. She
has trained thousands of individuals
to develop their people management
and customer service skills. She

is a Fellow and Chairman for the
Institute of Hospitality in London
and has spoken at conferences in the
UK and USA. She regularly writes
for Hotel Industry Magazine as their
industry expert and has been on the
authoring team of several hospitality
books. Her latest book, Star Quality
Hospitality: The Key to a Successful
Hospitality Business is an Amazon
Best Seller.

My name is Monica Or and I am a
hospitality consultant. I specialise in
working with the owner/managers of
independent hotels and restaurants
to produce optimal results which
improves their profitability. I work
with clients in the luxury boutique
sector using a model I have written
about in my book: Star Quality
Hospitality: The Key to a Successful
Hospitality Business which is an
Amazon bestseller. Ultimately, my
goal is for independent hotelier
and restaurateurs to run successful

@monica__or
https://www.facebook.com/
StarQualityHospitalityConsultancy
https://www.linkedin.com/profile/publicprofile-settings?trk=prof-edit-edit-public_
profile
http://starqualityhospitality.wordpress.com/
http://www.independenthotelshow.co.uk/page.cfm/action=seminar/libID=1/libEntryID=48/listID=9

http://www.starqualityhospitality.co.uk/
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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Paul Fowler has spent a lifetime fascinated
by flying. His earliest memories are of
building cardboard wings and trying
to take flight from the roof of the
garden shed. As a teenager he started
parachuting and eventually enrolled
into the army as a paratrooper.
Paul’s passion then led him to
become a pilot where he spent years
flying all over the world.

did the health of the flight school. Paul had
begun to channel his lifetime passion into
a business that had wings.
In mid 2010, Paul heard about the Key
Person of Influence method. He had
never even thought about the idea that
he could make a name for himself
in aviation. “The industry is so big,
it employs millions of people, I never
dreamed that I could become a Key
Person or have any Influence, the idea
never crossed my mind until I heard Daniel
Priestley talking about it” says Paul.

Even after being forced into an early
retirement through illness, Paul still
couldn’t keep away from planes. He took
himself down to the local flying club and started
working there to try and rescue the club from going broke.

After joining the Key Person of Influence
Accelerator, he perfected his pitch, which resulted in
being offered media opportunities and speaking gigs
around the country about his lifelong dream – creating
and owning the Spitfire Project. He also productised his
business, creating a programme to fast track a private
pilot from beginner level, through to flying their own
Spitfire.

At the end of 12 months Paul did a deal to buy the
Oxfordshire Flying Club and flight school and for the first
time ever he was a business owner with something he
could get passionate about. His health improved and so

Now his company Enstone Flying Club offers private
pilot licence training, trial flying lessons, hands-on flight
experiences, gift lessons in a wide choice of training
aircraft with highly trained and experienced instructors
in a great social atmosphere.

www.enstoneflyingclub.co.uk
Little Wins & Quantum Leaps
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Shireen is a talented
lawyer who has a
passion for helping
small and medium
sized businesses
to protect
their valuable
intellectual
property. She
believes that most
businesses are
at risk of creating
brands or assets
which aren’t protected.
Shireen felt a strong calling to
help small businesses to protect what they create in the
early stages of their business.
Shireen joined the Key Person of Influence Accelerator
to increase her skills in business. Shireen honed in on
her Perfect Pitch. She discovered that when pitched
correctly, people were excited and engaged by her. As
a result, her conversion rates improved dramatically.
People wanted to know more about intellectual property,
how to protect their brand and get ready for growth.
Shireen wrote her book Legally Branded and launched
it at the British Library with support from leading
academics and practitioners in the field. She stood
before her peers in a new light, as an author Shireen
was regarded as a thought leader and a passionate
advocate of law. This resulted in a dramatic increase in
referrals – particularly from other lawyers.
Rather than seeing herself as a service provider selling
time, Shireen sees herself as a product creator who was
responsible for delivering a result. She built an online
trademark registration platform, and created what has
become her flagship product, the IP Wizard solution.
Shireen’s Profile was already on the rise after her book
launch and with articles and blogs starting to hit the
front pages of Google. Shireen also got featured in
several videos and publications online that explain her
philosophies.
Shireen Smith is a Key Person of Influence; she attracts
opportunity, has more fun and has a better business as
a result.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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contribute more, and to Love more
so that people can unleash and
maximise their human potential.
Tony has helped many thousands of
people increase their productivity,
longevity, heal emotional and
physical pains, as well as balance
their perceptions, masculine and
feminine dynamics, and purposely
move forward.

No stranger to the media appearing
in various national magazines
including Soul and Spirit, Migrant
Women, Accelerate Your Business,
Changing Careers Magazine,
Consciousness Magazine, Your
Wellness, TV and radio shows
including Voice of America and
Spirit Radio.

Waking up to War, Living on the
Streets, to Best Selling Author, Tony
J Selimi is a professional speaker,
author, coach, and business
consultant whose clients range from
Celebrities, MPs, Dr’s, Scientists,
Therapists, Coaches, Healers, PT’s,
Entrepreneurs, Leaders to Senior
Executives of companies such as
Microsoft, SAP, Bank of America,
Ignis Asset Management, Deutsche
Bank, Ernest & Young, Santander,
Vandercom and Mishcon de Reya
across EMEA, Asia and USA.
Globally Tony provides answers to
questions and practical solutions to
life’s challenges in talks, workshops,
one to one coaching, mastermind
groups, retreats, articles, radio and
TV interviews as well as through
his books and online downloads
of TJS Evolutionary Meditation
Solutions. Tony is a rare and gifted
man whose span of experience and
study encompasses broad scope
of knowledge. He is an inspired
visionary and educator who loves
to teach and pass on all that he
has learned to those who are called
to be more, to think more, to

http://www.thevelvetjourney.com/store/p6/Mindfulness_Meditation_to_Open_and_Awaken_Your_Heart_Centre.html
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Alex Rodriguez is a Digital
Marketing Specialist, and
a multi-lingual author
and speaker. He helps
companies raise their
visibility, transform
their brand, and attract
more business.
For the past two
decades, he has
developed successful online
experiences for brands such as
Disney, Anheuser-Busch, AmBev, and many others, which
have generated millions in sales in record periods of time.
He is the author of the Amazon Bestseller Digital BACON:
Make Your Online Presence Irresistibly Attractive, and the
host of the podcast The Digital Marketing Minute.

www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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and connect with consumers. He
received his Bachelor of Arts from
American University’s School of
Communication in Washington, DC
where he studied visual media.

Gabriel Aluisy is the founder of
Shake Creative – a Tampa, Floridabased branding and design agency
focused on helping country clubs and
membership brands build revenue

His career began in the film and
television industry (most notably
working on shows for the Discovery
Channel, Spike TV, PBS, and Fox).
However, he soon found his true
passion lay in the world of brand
development and marketing. After a
decade in the industry, he founded
Shake Creative with the purpose
of combining high-end design,
affordable pricing and incredible
customer service.

including national franchises and
brands. His work has won awards,
but more importantly, has generated
millions of dollars of revenue for his
clients. He is passionate about art
and design, golf, travel and preserving
the world’s indigenous cultures &
languages.

He has designed and developed
marketing campaigns and brand
collateral for over 1,000 companies

http://www.popvortex.com/books/charts/sales-marketing-ebooks.php

@GabrielAluisy
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Handbook. Ms. Jenkins serves on
the board of the Next Generation
Divorce practice group.

Joryn is a former editor of The
Family Law Commentator and
former editor- in-chief of both The
Federal Lawyer and The Bencher
magazines. She is the author of
Florida Civil Practice Motions,
The Stepmother’s Cookbook, War
or Peace: Avoid the Destruction
of Divorce Court, I Never Saw My
Father Again, and A Free Divorce

Joryn represented one of the
spouses in the first pro bono
collaborative divorce completed in
Florida, and has appeared on TV on
Fox 13, ABC Action News, NBC 8,
and Bay News 9, as well as on radio
on The Sam Sorbo Show, Legally
Speaking, Ask The Dom, and Social
Media Today. She has also been
featured in The Tampa Bay Times,
The Tampa Tribune, and The World
of Collaborative Magazine on the
subject of collaborative divorce.
Joryn also provides mediation
services in family law matters, and

is trained and approved by the
Supreme Court of Florida to serve
as a parenting coordinator. Joryn
founded the Cliff Cheatwood
American Inn of Court in 1987, and
served in its leadership until she
became its president in 2001.
She also founded the Coordinating
Council of Florida Inns In 1989,
and served on the American Inn
of Court Board of Trustees from
1991 until 1997. In 2001,
Joryn received the A. Sherman
Christensen Award; the only
award at the time bestowed in the
chambers of the Supreme Court of
the United States for ethics and
civility.

OpenPalmLaw.com
www.keypersonofinfluence.com
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I am the Founder and
Chief Technology
Officer of
InnovativeFront,
and we develop
marketing
websites, custom
software and
apps, and take
all the mystery out
your technology
with strategies to
grow your business
and get more done with
what you have. Do you think
you are getting everything you can out of the technology
in your business?

and Bayer. I am also the author of the book: #Integrity:
Developing a Principled Life www.integritybook.com
I am also a Strategic Partner of Contractor In Charge.
We work with contractor businesses such as plumbing,
HVAC, and remodelers. We provide products and services
to manage the finances of your businesses, handle your
customer service and job scheduling for you, and grow
sales.
Contractors are faced with two major issues in their
businesses today:
1. They suffer from poor customer service and a poor
image. Creating a sustainable business and getting
good employees is a challenge.
2. They do not have a sales pipeline to generate new
business and grow.
Contractor in Charge solves this problem for you through
marketing and lead generation solutions for your company,
and through management and organizational services that
allow you to have peace of mind while working on your
customer jobs and projects.

For over a decade, I personally have run a business that
has created thousands of websites, mobile apps and
custom software products for start-ups and mom-and-pop
shops and made them multi-million dollar businesses...
as well as for big companies like AstraZeneca, Nokia

Little Wins & Quantum Leaps

Our company has 40 years of small business management
and ownership. Our partners offer 20 years of sales,
marketing, and software system knowledge and
development.
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NEXT STEPS
I hope you found these stories shared by different
entrepreneurs and business owners useful to you.
Possibly reading about their little wins has inspired you
to double your efforts, or perhaps it has just served as a
useful reminder of how far you have already come.

forward, even by small increments. Small wins often
had a surprisingly strong positive effect”
Likewise, author Dan Pink, who has studied drive and
motivation for many years, states in his blog post –
‘How to be motivated: 4 new insights from research:

The power of it stems not from the individual wins but,
rather, from getting into a rhythm of noticing little wins
each day and then being ready when the ‘quantum
leap’ opportunity comes along. This phenomenon has
even been studied at Harvard University.

“Over the last several years of writing about this stuff I
have kind of moved away from the whole moonshot, big
hairy audacious goal approach, and much more towards
the small win approach. What I like about small wins is
they can cascade. One can lead right into another.”

For further reading, I recommend that you check out
Teresa Amabile‘s book: The Progress Principle: Using
Small Wins to Ignite Joy, Engagement, and Creativity at
Work. On page 77, she writes:

Charles Duhigg calls these small achievements
‘Keystone habits’ and Peter Sims calls them ‘Little
bets’. So what are your little wins?
I would love to hear about them:
#littlewins @laingcallum

“People’s inner work lives seemed to lift or drag
depending on whether or not their projects moved

CALLUM LAING’S PROFILE
Callum Laing has started, built, bought
and sold half a dozen businesses in
a range of industries across two
continents. He is the owner of
Fitness-Buffet: a company that is
dedicated to delivering employee
wellness solutions in 12 countries,
and he helps other businesses to
launch in Asia.

business in the region, and conducts
daily interviews with leaders and
entrepreneurs who are doing cool stuff:
asianentrepreneur.org/category/callumconnects/
For more information about Callum’s
writing, speaking or other activities,
you can stalk him on:

Callum publishes a bi-annual ‘Asia
Snapshots’ for anyone wanting to do

www.keypersonofinfluence.com

@laingcallum or at callumlaing.com
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